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100% PASSING RATE

MCNP; ISAP Addresses Mental Health, 
Holds School Webinar Series

With the theme 
“Preparedness in Handling 
New Normal Learners: A 
Webinar Series for Parents” 
Medical Colleges of Northern 
Philippines- International 
School of Asia and the Pacific 
hosted a mental health webinar 
which consisted  of two batches 
last June 18-20, 2020 and June 
25-27, 2020 respectively. 

Under the Office of the 
Student Services and Office of the 
Guidance Services, the webinar 
was geared towards addressing 
student’s’ experiences during 

the pandemic and concerns on 
the educational shift towards the 
new normal. The webinar was 
composed of an hour of sharing 
and information dissemination  
on mental health related topic 
and holistic development of the 
students. 

On the other hand, the 
webinar was extended to series 
of webinar to ensure that 
address the issues raised during 
the meeting with the deans 
and program coordinators. 
John Carlo Suyu, RPM led the 
first session with the topic of 

The Medical Colleges of 
Northern Philippines once again has 
proven its high quality education in 
the field of radiologic technology for 
producing a 73.73% school passing 
rate and a 51.90% national passing 
rate. The 87 passers took their oath 
on September 21, 2019 at Hotel 
Carmelita, Tuguegarao City and 
was led by Mr. Reynaldo Apolonio 
S. Tisado with the assistance of the 
PRC Regional Director, Mr. Bulaqui.

The Professional Regulation 
Commission (PRC) announced 
that 2,338 out of 4,505 passed the 
Radiologic Technologist Licensure 
Examination (RTLE) given by the 
Board of Radiologic Technology in 
Manila, Baguio, Cagayan De Oro, 

Cebu, Davao, Iloilo, 
Legazpi, Tacloban 
and Tuguegarao 
last July 2019.

The members 
of the Board 
of Radiologic 
Technology who 
gave the licensure 
examinations are 
Mr. Reynaldo 
Apolonio S. 
Tisado, Officer-
In-Charge; Dr. 
Orestes P. Monzon, 
Mr. Bayani C. San 
Juan and Ms. Ma. 
Jesette B. Canales, 
Members.

- Geneva Gumabay

BSN CLASS 2019 MADE IT IN THE NOVEMBER 2019 
Philippine Nurse Licensure Examinations

- Dean Reynaldo M. Adducul, RN,RM,MSN,JD.

The Professional Regulation 
Commission (PRC) and the Board 
of Nursing (BoN) released official 
results of November 2019 nurse 
licensure examination (NLE). As 
announced, 7,627 out of 13,816 
(55.20%) passed the exams. 

Of the 7,627 new nurses, 37 
out of 37 examinees of the Medical 
Colleges of Northern Philippines 
successfully hurdled the two-
day examinations administered 
by the PRC- BON on November 
16 and 17, 2019 in Manila, all 
regional offices nationwide 
(Baguio, Cagayan De Oro, Cebu, 
Davao, lloilo, Legazpi, Lucena, 
Pagadian, Tacloban, Tuguegarao 
and Zamboanga). 

The members of the Board of 
Nursing who gave the licensure 
examination are Glenda S. 
Arquiza, Chairman; Carmelita 
C. Divinagracia, Gloia B. Arcos, 
Carfredda P. Dumlao, Florence C. 
Cawaon and Cora A. Añonuevo, 
Members.

For this school year, the 
College of Nursing once again 
proven its high quality of teaching 
and learning in nursing education 
for producing a 100% passing rate. 
The successful nurses took their 

MIDWIFERY CLASS 2019 
successfully hurdled the 

MLE 2019

The Professional Regulation 
Commission (PRC) announces 
that 1,068 out of 2,219 passed the 
Midwife Licensure Examination 
given by the Board of Midwifery 
in the cities of Manila, Baguio, 
Cagayan de Oro, Cebu, Davao, 
lloilo, Legazpi, Lucena, Pagadian, 
Tacloban, Tuguegarao and 
Zamboanga this November 2019.

The members of the Board of 
Midwifery who gave the licensure 
examination are Dr. Alejandro R. 

San Pedro, Chaiman; Dr. Remy 
B. Dequiña, Dr. Josephine H. 
Hipolito, Dr. Lolita I. Dicang and 
Ms. Rhodora L. Lopez, Members. 

Again, the School of Midwifery 
made it 100%, thus sustaining our 
culture of excellence in midwifery 
education in Region 2. The class 
of 2019 derived their inspiration 
with the previous performance of 
class 2018 with a 100% passing rate 
in the November 2018 Licensure 
Examinations.

- Dean Reynaldo M. Adducul, RN,RM,MSN,JD.

oath before the PRC Regional 
Director on December 27, 2019 

at the PRC Regional Office Multi-
Purpose Hall.
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BSRT Class 2019 clears RTLE with flying colors
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and the Executive Vice President 
Wilma Roa Guzman unveiled 
of the book cover. Mrs. Guzamn 
stressed that importance of altruism 
and the continuity of Dr. Guzman’s 
legacy not only as a founder but as a 
father to mighty 
eagles. 

Meanwhile, 
M C N P - i s a p 
w o r k i n g 
c o m m i t t e e s 
presented a 
music video 
c o n s i s t i n g 
commemorative 
videos and 
photos with 
quotations of Dr. 
Ronald Guzman 
including a 
coffee table 
book discussing 
about his life 
and woks.

Dr. Ronald 

Guzman founded MCNP-ISAP 
on 1994 and 1997 respectively 
and served as the president until 
his death on November 2018 after 
years of battling colon cancer. He 
was 73.

Ramos Hailed Best Oral Presenter 3rd 
Int’l Multidisciplinary Research

MCNP-ISAP Launches Book on Late Founder 
Dr. Ronald P. Guzman

281 Blood bags successfully donated in a one-day 
Intercollegiate Blood Olympics

MCNP-ISAP Assist Research 
Conference at SPUP

OIC Dean Dan Paolo E. 
Ramos MSHM, was awarded 
best oral presenter at the 3rd 
Multidisciplinary Research 
Conference with the research  
“Tuguegarao Pancit Batil 
Potun: Customers’ Perception, 
Preference, and Drive on Its 
Platability held at Leyte Normal 
University, Tacloban City, Leyte 
Last March 3, 2020.

On the other hand, seven 
other delegates from the Medical 
Colleges of Northern Philippines 
attended the event from March 
1-3, 2020. They were Mr. Mark 
John Gonzales, Program 
Coordinator of the Accountancy 

Department, Dean of College 
of Nursing Mr. Reynaldo M. 
Adducul, ISAP Community 
Extension Coordinator Lowie 
D. Pallatan, Guidance Counselor 
John Carlo Suyu, Ms. Shay Ann 
Banuirig and Ms. Daisy B. Taccad 
from the Faculty, and Accounting 
Head Ms. Teresa Battung, MBA. 

Meanwhile, this is the 
second consecutive time that 
MCNP produces a recipient 
of the Best Presenter Award in 
the Multidisciplinary Research 
Conference with Mr. Aristotle 
Gonzales being the first exactly 
a year ago also held at Tacloban 
City, Leyte.

The Medical Colleges 
of Northern Philippines- 
International School of Asia and 
the Pacific launched the book on 
late founder Dr. Ronald Guzman 
commemorated in a dedication 
program held at Cabbo, Penablanca 
last June 29, 2020.

The dedication day started with 
the wreath laying at the Tuguegarao 
Memorial followed by Eucharistic 
Mass at Cabbo, Penablanca, Cagayan 
attended by the late founder’s 
family, friends and administrators 
of MCNP – ISAP, Holy Infant 
Hospitals, RPGMC and Cagayan 
Apayao Medical Center. Before the 
book launching, a short program 
was prepared reminiscing the 
memories of the late Dr. Ronald P. 
Guzman especially how he touched 
the lives of ordinary people. 

Her daughter Atty. Cristina G. 
Natividad and the Vice President 
of Admin and Finance emotionally 
presented the book while his wife, 

The Medical Colleges of 
Northern Philippines and the 
International School of Asia and 
the Pacific through the Community 
Extension Services Office and 
the Red Cross Youth Club have 
successfully collected 281 blood 
bags during its Intercollegiate 
Blood Olympics on February 20, 
2020 at the schools’ RT Audio-
Visiual Room.

The activity was participated by 
the students and employees from 

different colleges and departments 
of the twin institution. Other 
stakeholders also donated blood 
during the event. 

Moreover, this Blood Olympics 
was made possible because of 
the support and assistance of the 
Philippine Red Cross Cagayan - 
Isabela Chapter and the Department 
of Health Regional Office 2. 

A total of 151 blood bags were 
collected by the Cagayan Chapter 
while Isabela got 130.

Meanwhile, the college that 
garnered the highest number of 
donated blood will be announced 
and will be awarded on February 
27, 2020, during the Employees 
Association Day, to which they will 
receive a trophy, a certificate, and a 
community extension gash grant.

DOH also had their blood 
typing to the students and 
employees and donated 100 t-shirts 
which were given to successful 
donors.

January 24, 2020, Tuguegarao, 
Cagayan-- the Medical Colleges 
of Northern Philippines and 
the International School of Asia 
and the Pacific lent its talents in 
hosting the Luzonwide Health 
Research Conference at Saint 
Paul University Philippines, at the 
request of proponent agencies. 
The three-day seminar was 
spearheaded by the Department 
of Health with assistance from 
the Department of Science and 
Technology.

Dr. Noli Cabildo the school 
physician won Second Place in 
the Peole’s Choice award for the 

3-minute Pitch competition, 
while Rowena Lopez and Marie 
Calpito; two 4th Year Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing students won 
the Third Place in the Student 
Poster Research Presentation.

The MCNP-ISAP Chorale 
performed a doxology for the 
opening ceremony while the 
Tribu Agilang SIKAT and Ajay 
Bangayan, a junior high school 
student, delivered intermission 
performances for the attendees. 
Sergei Castillo and Pauline 
Mamansag were the masters of 
ceremony for the third day of the 
event.

- Joy Clarice Luwang

- Hazel Joy Esteban

- Louie Palattan

- Kathlene Pamittan

- Joy Clarice Luwang

Saludares, Reyes Deemed Best Presenter 
in 1st Int’l Conference

Norway T. Saludares, MIT from 
the College of IT and Engineering 
and Amiel F. Reyes RN, MSN, 
from the college of Nursing were 
awarded with Best Presenter award 
with the researches “Acceptability 
of Electronic Class Record as 
Perceived by the College Faculty 
of International School of Asia 
and the Pacific” and “Nurses’ 
Level of Awareness on ASEAN 
Integration, Its prospect through 
AEC Policies and Opportunities 
through ASEAN MRA on Nursing 
Services” respectively at the 1st 
Interdisciplinary Conference on 
Interdisciplinary Research held 
in the Colegio De San Juan De 
Letran , Intramuros Manila.

Eight other delegates 
from the Medical Colleges of 
Northern Philippines namely 
OIC President Christian Guzman, 
MBA,  Ms. Presenita C. Aguon, 
the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, Ms. Winnie T. Cansejo, 
MPH, and Ricky Hames Agustin 
from the College of Radiologic 
Technology,  Ms. Mary Dayan  
Serquina, MSHM, from the 
College of Business Education, 
Ms. Louise Cabling, MSN from 
the College of Nursing, Mr. 
Michael Angelo P. Burac, ISAP 
Research Coordinator, and 
Mr. Ryan Fontanilla, Research 
Director also participated in the 
said event from April 11-13, 2019.

NEWS

The Cover of the “Coffee Table Book” on Dr. Ronald P. 
Guzman.

Mr. Norway Saludares (Center, left photo) and Mr. Amiel Reyes (2nd from the left, 
right photo) receiving their awards as the best presenters in the 1st International 
Multidisciplinary Research Conference.

The Community Extension Office together with the Red Cross and some Medical Technology Students in their group 
pictorial for successfully organizing the Intercollegiate Blood Olympics

Sergei Castillo and Jhoana Pauline Mamansag being the masters of ceremony for the third day of the Health Research Forum
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Blue Team Succeeds in Debate Finals

Kicking It Off Through Beauty and Wits;

MCNP-ISAP held its annual 
Campus King and Queen 2020 
to celebrate MCNP’s 26th 
founding anniversary and ISAP’s 
23rd founding anniversary at 
the MCNP-ISAP pool site on 
February 28, 2020. Ten stunning 
and glamorous pairs of candidates 
represented departments from 
both the MCNP and ISAP. 

Sigmund Heaven Taggueg 
and April Rose Apil were crowned 
as eponymous Campus King 
and Queen 2020. Surviving the 
challenges, Taggueg from the 
Senior Highschool department 
took hold of the crown. Mary 
Rose Apil from the Red Team 
meanwhile took the crown for the 
female category. Apil also seized 
awards for the best evening gown. 
Mr. Philip Anthony Aquino from 
the Green Team and Ms. Angelica 
Paredes of the Yellow Team were 
the respective 1st Runners-up 
while Mr. John Isaac Valle, from 
the Yellow Team and Ms. Mecaella 

Sherri Manuel from the Blue Team 
were the 2nd Runners-up. 

Moreover, the following 
candidates were awarded the 
following minor awards:

The best in production 
number went to John Isaac Valle 
and Maria Angelica Paredes; 
Phillip Aquino and Maria 
Angelica Bangki took the awards 
for Mr. And Ms. Friendship; 
Romano Ronquillo Jr. And Mary 
Rose Silva Apil took hold of the 
people’s choice award; Romano 
Ronquillo Jr. And Maria Angelica 
Paredes captured the awards as 
Mr. And Ms. Bank of Commerce; 
while Bernanrd Niko Agudo and 
Mary Rose Silva Apil grabbed the 
awards of Best in evening gown 
and formal attire. Lastly Lainard 
Anthony Salas and Divine Alexis 
Lazatin bagged the award of Mr. 
And Ms. Photogenic. 

While the tabulation of the 
scores of the contestants from 
the QandA portion was on-going, 

Ryan Cruz and Vjie Matias, the 
2019 Campus King and Queen 
made their final walk as holders 
of the crown, which they later 
bequeathed to the winners.

The pageant was not only 
a night of beauty and physique 
but the candidates were also 
asked to express their thoughts 
on particular social matters. 
During the preliminary round’s 
question and answer portion, each 
candidate had to pick up a hashtag 
and briefly explain their thoughts.

It was indeed a sizzling 
occasion for the mighty eagles 
shouting and cheering for their 
respective representatives. All the 
candidates oozed with beauty and 
charms with their creative fantasy 
attire and fashionable elegant 
jeans wear. The audience got 
even thrilled and excited as one 
by one candidates walked on the 
stage wearing their evening gowns 
which perfectly complimented 
their figures and looks.

- Pamela Aguinaldo

- Kathlene Pamittan, Amsel Bunagan, Babylyn Orata

- Joy Clarice Luwang

- Hazel Taguiling Esteban

RT NATCON 2019: Aim, soar, high swiftly

Festival Dance Brings Color to MCNP-ISAP

RT NATCON2019 is the best 
time of the year for the Radiologic 
Technology for them to gather 
with one spirit, meet old friends 
and to excel in the different 
activities they have prepared. 
College of Radiologic Technology 
students from Medical Colleges 
of Northern Philippines (MCNP) 
put their efforts in their respective 
events to show their eagerness to 
win not just for themselves but 
for the school. RT NATCON2019 
was held at Crown Legacy Hotel, 
Baguio City last November 4-6 
with the Theme: “Nurturing 
Skills for Academic Excellence 
in Radiologic Technology”. Two 
brave students of MCNP from 
the Department of Radiologic 
Technology was elected as new 
officers of RTSLP, they were Jon 
Kris Renoine Ty as President a 
level 3 student and Hanie Joy 

Sacramento as Secretary a level II 
student.

They showed that they can 
truly create a big impact to other 
people through leading. They 
showed that they are not just only 
good at academics but also have 
the passion to lead. Mr. Ty and Ms 
Sacramento just take their first step 
and shine among the bright stars 
that will inspire other Radiologic 
Technology Students. In addition 
Mr. Ty did a great job again among 
the highlights of the convention 
during the search of Mr. and Ms. 
NATCON2019 because he got the 
2nd runner up. For the participants 
of Research presentation, Mr. 
Marven Cabalza reaped the 2nd 
place as an Oral Presenter while 
Mr. Hussein Pelagio took the 3rd 
place as a Poster Presenter. The 
victory they got really showed who 
they truly are.

The Blue Team succeeded as 
the champions in the recently-
concluded debate finals held at 
the RadTech AVR. The debate 
was an exciting match between 
the Blue and Pink teams, where 
the Blue Team succeeded 
through a combination of 
vocal skills and consistent 
presentation of arguments. 

The event was graced 
with the presence of Atty. 

Olivia Guzman, Ms. Raamah 
Elisha Dadhwal, and Mr. 
Glewin Nikolais David as the 
adjudicators for the event. They 
were awarded by Dr. Presenita 
Aguon and Ms. Beverly Cannu 
with plaques of appreciation. 

Pink Team’s Bren Carlo 
Ugaddan was also awarded as the 
best speaker for the event, while 
Blue Team’s Vanessa Samoy was 
awarded as the best debater.

MCNP-ISAP celebrated 
its 26th and 23rd Founding 
Anniversary through a 

Festival Dance competition 
at the school’s quadrangle. 
10 competing teams 

understanding the mental 
health of the new normal 
learners during pandemic while 
Jhona Pauline Mamansag, 
MAEd discussed about the 
role of parents in the distance 
learning approach for new 
normal. Cindy Duldalao, RPT, 
MPH served as the final speaker 
and presented her lecture on 
how to protect children from 
online addiction. 

Meanwhile, the series 
of webinars were conducted 
though the school’s zoom link 
account and was spearheaded 
by Aristotle Gonzales, MAEd, 
Dean of the Students services 
and John Carlo Suyu, RPM, 
Head of the Guidance Services 
Offices. The webinar was 
participated in by some 500 
parents coming from MCNP 
and ISAP. 

Taggueg, Apil Crowned as New Campus King and Queen

MCNP; ISAP Address...from page 1

NEWS

consisting of: Pintados, 
Sinulog, Maskara, Hermosa, 
Magayon, Panagbenga, Bangus, 
Kadayawan, Afi and Pahiyas 
Festivals competed among one 
another.

The award for the Best 
in Costume went to Maskara 
Festival. Sinulog Festival got 
the spot as the 3rd placer 
followed by the Maskara festival 
and among all 10 festivals, the 
Magayon Festival stood out as 
the champion.

Mr. Carlo Suyu, Guidance Facilitator while sharing his expertise in 
the Positivity and Wellness Program

The crowned Campus King and Queen 2020 with the two judges.

The Blue team shows their superb talent in dancing through the Festival Dance 
competition.

The Blue team receiving their trophy for being the champion in the Debate 
competition together with the judges.

Gonzales Receives Best Oral Presenter Award in 2nd 
Int’l Multidisciplinary Research

Aristotle Gonzales, MAed 
was awarded Best Oral Presenter 
with his research “Supervisory 
Competency of Middle Managers: 
A Basis for Middle Management 
Development Program” at the 2nd 
International Multidisciplinary 
Research Conference with the 

theme “Advancing Globalization 
Through Research”, held in Leyte 
Normal University, Tacloban City 
last March 6, 2019.

Meanwhile, Medical Colleges 
of Northern Philippines- 
International School of Asia and 
the Pacific also sent other delegates 

to the said event to present their 
research. Mr. Ryan Fontanilla RN 
MSN, Ms. Bernadette Paracad, RN. 
MSN, Ms. Rizza Concha, RCrim, 
Mr. Ronie E. Sugarol, LBC, MPBM, 
Ms. May Anne Malobo, RWS, and 
Miss Jhoana Pauline Mamansag, 
LPT, MAed from March 4-6,2019. 

- Jamaica Aggari

Mr. Aristotle Gonzales (4th from the left) receives his certificate for being the best oral presenter in the 2nd International 
Multidisciplinary Research Conference.
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Blessed are those who are privileged, for 
they can afford to study in peace. Disturbing 
for those who are disadvantaged, for they will 
be filled with anxiety and worries. 

I can clearly remember, when I started 
going to school up until my eighth grade, 
enrolled in a private school where every child 
can pay worth thousand pesos for quality 
education, which is clearly 
they say that “school for 
privilege children.” In 
that kind of school, I was 
taught how to read and 
write, dance and play, how 
to properly communicate 
with friends and to manage 
time. In there, I was able to 
experience an enjoyable 
life of a youth and a 
student. I experienced 
having a friend which is 
as privileged as I am. But 
somehow, after getting 
back at home from school, I 
always spend time thinking 
what if, I am not as blessed like the other youth 
that cannot afford education. I would always 

ask myself, am 
I lucky? 

Now as we 
face this crisis, 
s p e c i f i c a l l y 

in this 
pandemic, 
I came to 
ask myself 
again, am I 
lucky? 

I have so 
many time 
in my hands 
to think. And 
this is what I 
have thought, 
indeed, I was 
lucky for being 
s o m e h o w 
“privileged” in 
some aspects. 
One thing is for 
sure, I cannot 
certainly say 
that I am 
privileged. 

B e f o r e 
this pandemic 
started, I 
was currently 
enrolled as 

a first year medical technology student. It 
all started smoothly for me, I made friends 
and companions, I experienced things that 
cannot be taught inside the four corners of the 
classrooms. Hence, I gained lessons in life.

In college, life does not always go as 
planned. You are going to be forced to step out 
of your comfort zone. This means you would 

go beyond your limit and 
risking it all. Definitely, 
it is a tough one. I have 
encountered different 
people with different 
dialects, and all of them 
have this goal—it is to 
achieve success. But 
surely, I can tell we are 
not always on the same 
boat. Some are sailing 
their own ship, while 
the others are sailing 
runabouts. Having the 
same goal does not 
mean having the same 
exactly status in life. 

And surely, those who sails the runabouts 
are usually left behind. That is why they keep 
striving hard, because small achievements are 
still progress.

However, this pandemic has occurred. 
Everything has changed. From entering inside 
the school premises for studying to logging 
inside the virtual classroom just to cope up 
with lesson. Today, you are inside the campus, 
discussing lessons and hanging out with your 
friends, then in a flash you are locked up 
inside your room facing your laptop on the top 
of your study table if you are lucky enough, or 
worst you are clinging on top of a tree holding 
your old mobile phone just to have a good 
connection. Eventually, it shifted from learning 
everything to accomplishing task in an instant 
just to pass. This is like dropping a ticking 
bomb. We do not know what emotions to feel 
since it is stirring up inside us. Maybe we are 
disappointed, anxious, tired enough, until we 
have a sudden outburst. I must say that as an 
allied health student, it is really hard, whatever 
boat you are sailing. This is a hurricane that 
can cause a huge shipwreck.

All I can say is, “indeed, I am privileged, 
because I sail a ship.” I have gadgets and 
stable internet connection to use to possibly 
survive the semester during online classes. 
Truly, I am blessed to have parents that can 
provide for what I need immediately. But this 
privileged student has thought, what about the 
others who are not as privileged as I am? How 
will they surpass this challenge? How can they 

““

The Covid-19 pandemic has really proven to be 
a difficult time to every nation across the globe. 
From severely affecting economies through public 
health to halting activities that allows movement 
and production, these circumstances have forced 
the government and the society to compromise. 
The sudden decrease of labor and output has taken 
a huge toll to the economy and it has never been an 
option to stop and wait for everything to return to 
normal considering the possibility that this might 
be the new normal. Nevertheless, government 

sectors such as education has 
seen to it that this school year 
should not stop considering the 
so many negative effects that 
would outweigh the advantage 

of choosing a temporary halt to education.
Academic freeze has been a loud and clear 

statement from the students and families who 
believe that quality education could not be achieved 
through online platforms. Subjects that are highly 
technical and needs thorough application would 
not be efficiently taught online and the new setup 
has added workload to parents whose jobs also 
do not end amidst the pandemic. Though there 
are online apps that could be utilized to achieve 
communication, there are many who are still not 
convinced that education pursued through online 
learning would not achieve the same learning 
outcomes similar to direct teaching. However, 
workers under the field of education would 
experience much disadvantage if education ceases 
this year. Not only would it serve as a financial 
predicament but it would later add to an additional 
amount of work and adjustment when classes 
would eventually resume. The method adapted 
and modified for online learning caters still to the 
lessons to be provided as if it is in the usual set up 
and has carefully allotted time appropriate for the 
students’ pace. Face to face interaction could still 
be achieved via online apps and modules would 
be handed to those who could not afford online 
learning. Instructors could still explain the lessons 
and provide set of instructions for their students. 
In other words, education has been altered in order 
to adapt in the current situation. Moreover, the 
temporary halt of education would also impact our 
economy considering that education is still a huge 
sector that commands movement and production.

The situation that we are in these days is not 
easy and it asks each and every one’s cooperation 
to make something work and happen. We may 
have a lot of complaints to enumerate but at the 
end of the day, none of these would help alleviate 
the current situation. Though we might have seen 
the advantages and disadvantages at both sides, 
we have to identify whether the advantage would 
outweigh the disadvantage or would it be the other 
way around. Best thing we could do is to adapt and 
grow as one amidst the negativities during this 
pandemic.

Editorial
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- Allodia Andres
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EDITORIAL
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“

“

“

“

Gardening has been one of the things 
that my siblings and I were forced to enter 
since the quarantine last March. Having my 
mom as an avid gardener, she was extremely 
happy having the time to do gardening. Since 
we have no classes, we 
have been forced to wake 
up early in the morning 
pulling the weeds, picking 
leaves, watering the 
garden, cutting some tree 
branches, and removing 
dead plants. At first, 
we were quite reluctant 
considering the number of 
hours my mom dedicates 
to her gardening and 
we tend to complain on 
the second hour. Things 
haven’t gotten better when 
she decided to buy many 
pots and collect plants 
from different friends. We 
eventually always found 
ourselves mixing soil 
and “ippa” for her to put 
in her pots and watering 
the garden for the second 
time of the day since it 
was summer. She would 
always inspect if the 
garden has been watered properly by digging 
the soil and we were asked from time to time 
to carry plants. Admittedly, we have developed 
quite an aversion but as time passes by, we 
have quite gotten used to it and realized the so 

many positive effects of gardening. 
One of the many things that we have 

discovered during our gardening time was that 
we were able to enter in a deeper state of mind. 
Whether we are gardening, raking leaves, or 

cleaning the plant boxes, 
we were able to think a 
lot of things at the back 
of our mind and organize 
our thoughts. We also 
found ourselves relaxed 
even if we have started 
our work in a bad mood 
and we have found 
ourselves focused on our 
own little worlds. Other 
than that, we also tend 
to sweat a lot due to the 
number of times we bend 
and carry things from 
considerable distances 
and by digging holes and 
cutting twigs. Some other 
times, we get to enjoy 
the sunrise and a little 
bit of vitamin D because 
of gardening. We also 
get to establish better 
communication as we are 
able to talk and discuss 
a lot of topics together 

while working and we get to enjoy the feeling of 
fulfillment when our plants live and the seeds 
we have planted started to sprout even though 
just less than a centimeter. As time passes by, 
we realized that the house has gotten alive due 

A Break We All Needed

Thoughts on Gardening

- Joyce Clarice Luwag

- Hazel Esteban

Boats in the Seafrom page 4

be able to continue? 
On that account, I 

have thought that being 
a student during this 
crisis is really hard. As 
an allied health student, 
it is not easy to study in 
an online platform, as 
we have experienced 
during the continuation 
of the semester. 
We are not able to 
perform the laboratory 
activities. We have 
lost our concentration 
and motivation to gain 
success. We submit 
tasks just to comply and 
not to learn. For us, it has 
been also demanding 
for time, effort, and 
money. Since everyone 
do not have a wireless 
internet connection at 
home, some of us climb 
mountains and trees just 
to find a good reception. 
Every day, the situation 
became tougher.  It 
became worrisome, due 
to the tasks that are given 
to us, especially during 
taking the examinations 
and passing our 
modules and activities. 
We cannot totally relax, 
thinking that there might 
be a sudden change 
of due date or another 
task to be given the next 
day or did we learn the 
lesson correctly.

I cannot learn 
properly. I cannot sustain 
myself a validated 
information that can 
only be shared by my 
instructors. I cannot 
possibly survive a home 
school setting because 
it makes me physically 
and emotionally tired 
and anxious. My family 
belongs to the middle 
class society, which 
makes me worry, since 
I am taking up an 

expensive course and 
I am not a scholarship 
grantee. Frankly, 
I am torn between 
continuing my studies 
or temporarily stop. I am 
thinking if the money I 
am going to gamble for 
this academic year will 
be all worth it. 

Even if we admit it 
or not, it is visible that 
we are not ready for this 
change that is why we 
are afraid to take a risk. 
The reason is because 
we can clearly see that it 
is difficult and we realize 
that no one is prepared. 

That is why we, 
especially the ones 
who are enrolled to 
courses that requires 
skills, are requesting 
for academic freeze. 
Beside from the unjust 
fees that is collected by 
the different institution 
to their students, we 
also sacrifice our lives. 
Most especially, our 
mental health is highly 
at risk. They say that 
no students must be left 
behind. But then, our 
voice is inaudible. Our 
plea is forsaken by the 
upper hands. In interval, 
we are left with no other 
choice but to live with 
the new normal even 
if we encounter such 
difficulties. The upper 
hands became oblivious 
on our concern, and 
we need our voices to 
heard by them. I need to 
be one of those voices 
so that the authority 
will take right actions. 
No student must be left 
behind, so I must say 
that we should have an 
academic freeze. 

We continue this 
until we realize 

that we are 
actually at the 

end of the chapter 
asking ourselves: 
“Have we made 

the most out of our 
time during this 

certain period?” or 
“What could have I 
done more or aside 

from this?

If people would just 
get their garden 
gloves and start 

even just start with 
the simplest and 
easiest plant to 

grow, I am certain 
that everyone 

around us would 
start having a 

green thumb and 
passion towards 

nature.
“

to it being cleaner coupled with a bright vibrancy all because of 
the plants. The living room and kitchen counters exudes charm 
because of the colored pots and indoor plants placed on and 
beside it instead of the usual and boring furniture. Best of all, 
we are able to enjoy drinking coffee and eating our meals indoor 
and outdoor both being surrounded by nature.

Though our journey towards gardening has not been on a 
great start still we are able to appreciate the process and the 
result of what gardening could bring. This leads me to personally 
believe that people should not just get into gardening when they 
are in their midlives rather they should start it earlier. Though 
it is not good to force ourselves but starting by appreciating 
the art and the beauty it brings would surely be a first positive 
step. If people would just get their garden gloves and start even 
just with the simplest and easiest plant to grow, I am certain 
that everyone around us would start having a green thumb and 
passion towards nature.

Education’s purpose is to replace an 
empty mind with an open one.

“

- MALCOLM FORBES

COLUMN

Prior the pandemic, we have all been living 
our schedules routinely. We wake up, eat, and 
prepare to spend eight hours straight in school 
or in our workplaces. We go back home either 
continuing what we have been doing from the 
previous hours such as continuing our lessons 
or any unfinished workloads. When we wake 
up, it is like our bodies are in autopilot ready 
to do the same things all over again. It is like 
watching our lives in 
repeat and then we still 
surprisingly ponder why 
many of us experience 
burn out and stress from 
time to time. We continue 
this until we realize that 
we are actually at the 
end of the chapter asking 
ourselves- “Have we 
made the most out of our 
time during this certain 
period?” or “What could 
have I done more or aside 
from this?” 

An average person 
would live his or her life 
in pursuit of climbing 
up the ladder in their 
career in hopes for 
promotion while at the 
same attending to their 
role as a family member. 
We work ourselves out 
for the sake of achieving 
what we believe leads 
to self-development and many of us equate 
growth and success to material things. For 
students, we have been taught to do our best 
in our studies believing that this would lead to 
success. Though education is indeed a crucial 
factor and a privilege we have and appreciate, 
we sometimes overlook the fact that there 
are certain aspects in our lives that we also 
need to improve other than focusing most of 
our time studying.  Such examples include 
being self-sufficient in household, developing 
a recreational skill, and of course establishing 
quality relationships starting from the people 

close to us. Because once we finish, we look 
back on how far we have gone and have 
become and we wonder what we could have 
done differently to make things better than it 
is now so we could use it as a reference for 
improvement. When the pandemic hit last 
March, the fast pace we all have been doing 
suddenly lost its momentum and then we have 
been stuck at home suddenly having the time 

in the world to think and 
reflect of our next steps. It 
has been amazing to see 
close friends suddenly 
embarking online 
business showcasing 
their baking skills and 
other items to sell and 
neighbors finding time to 
have a thorough cleaning 
of their houses and 
getting into gardening. 
Students have found 
time to help more in the 
household while adults 
have the time to relax and 
binge watch on Netflix 
and Korean dramas and 
wake up later than usual.

Though the pandemic 
have altered so much 
on our jobs and the way 
education is now but who 
would have ever thought 
of doing the things you 
were able to get done 

for the previous months without having such 
break? Of course, we are all in one in hoping 
for this pandemic to end and we never wished 
of having a break because of a threat to public 
health but sometimes it is good to appreciate 
things and still see something beautiful amidst 
hard times because that value is important. 
We might not have the same perspective of 
the positive side we have acquired but at least 
we are able to. Though the pandemic might 
have provided us a break in our usual setup, 
it is certain that we would never be the same 
when this pandemic ends.
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people are dying 
and frontliners 
couldn’t handle 
the great number 
of the affected 
people, however, 
they don’t have 
a choice but to do t h e i r 
responsibility for the sake of 
our country. It also came to my 
mind about what would happen 
in our education system and 
as a student, it was hard more 
than I expected. I experienced 
many difficulties living in this 
kind of situation wherein I am 
not allowed to travel to school 
to get my things especially my 
books because I badly needed 
it for the online class. In our 
barangay, there’s a schedule 
given whenever we go to the 
market to buy foods and things 
we need for our daily living and 
we are mandated to wear face 
shield and facemask to protect 
ourselves and in order to prevent 
the spread of the CoViD-19. 
We are obliged to follow the 
rules because it is for our own 

good. It makes me sad thinking 
about the situation of other 
people because we all have 
different status in life and some 
may not be able to provide food 
and things they need because of 
this pandemic.

We must be cognizant of 
the fact that this Coronavirus 
disease is very rampant and we 
should be more extra careful 
by just staying at home, taking 
care of ourselves by wearing 
face mask and face shield and 
do proper hygiene because life 
is precious. Everyday, people 
that are affected of CoViD-19 
are fighting, praying and hoping 
that they will get well soon. 
Our frontliners are doing their 
best to save them even though 

their life will be at risk. But 
I believe that we will rise 
again and everything will 
be back to normal. Let us 

not give up and we must 
be strong despite what 

we are experiencing 
because our country 
needs us. In every 
problem or 
challenges that 
we are facing, 
we must rely 
on God 
because 
He is the 
answer. 
Always 
p r a y 
a n d 
have a 
strong faith 
because we 
will survive 
this, we can 
do this and 
t o g e t h e r 
we will rise 
again.

Unexpected things happen 
like this pandemic that we are 
experiencing nowadays which 
caused us much sufferings 
and leads people to death. The 
Coronavirus disease (CoViD 
- 19) which is an infectious 
disease has spread throughout 
the world and is very alarming. 
Many jobs are affected because 
of the lockdown wherein people 
are restricted to go to a certain 
place or their workplace. Rules 
are also implemented for the 
safety of the people and to 
discipline them in a way that will 
also benefit them.

           It was March 14, 2020, 
when I was just about to go home 
because I heard that there will 
be a total lockdown because of 
the Coronavirus disease that has 
entered our country and affected 
many Filipinos. I didn’t expect 
that it could be this serious and 
worst and that it would take so 
long for our country to recover 
so as the affected people. I was 
worried about the happenings 
in our country because many 

Realizations
Amidst This Unexpected Times

2020 has really proven itself 
to be a test of time especially 
in this pandemic. Who would 
have thought that more than 
a billion of people around the 
world would spend months 
locked up within their homes 
and prompting our medical 
teams to the front lines. Never 
before have we experienced so 
much apprehension getting sick 
and never have we witnessed an 
economic collapse within just a 
few months since Corona Virus 
is declared as a pandemic.

We have been restricted 
with our daily movements and 
it has been a norm as of today 
to always wear mask whenever 
we go outside. Temperature 

check and hand sanitization 
are required as soon as 

we enter public 
establishments. 

Since urgent 
t i m e s 
call for 

desperate 
measures, 
we sacrifice 

a little of our 
freedom to aid in 

this pandemic which 

is by providing personal details 
of our movements so to be 
easily traced in case something 
happens. 

Though CoViD-19 may have 
disrupted us with our daily 
routine or any grand plans we 
might have for this year and 
going outside proved to be a real 
hustle, we should not deny the 
fact that there are realizations 
along the way. Such as; we 
learn to take our time since 
there is no rush hour, we have 
so much time for ourselves to 
pick up old recreational hobbies 
we have no time before, and 
of course we have time for 
ourselves to learn new things 
and reassess our passion in life.  
Take for example these days, it 
is really amazing to see people 
making use of their skills as a 
money-making sideline through 
online selling. But really the best 
of them all is that we have more 
time to spend with our loved 
ones.

Nevertheless, CoViD-19 has 
made us take a step behind and 
assess what’s really important in 
life. Never before have we been 
more adamant in protecting 
our health and prioritizing 
cleanliness. And never before 
have we learned to appreciate 
the 24 hours we receive every 
single day. Though the numbers 
are getting worse, we have 
to stay strong and have faith 
that if the previous generation 
survived the 1918 and 2009 
pandemic-then so can we.

As I sit here alone in the 
corner of my empty room looking 
up at the moon through my 
clear window, the memories are 
crawling their way back into my 
mind. The normal days already 
ended, the days where I really 
enjoyed waking up early in the 
morning as the sun rays greet me 
passing through my soft curtains. 
The days where I always feel like 
bravely climbing the great wall of 
China just to perfectly arrived in 
our school, where I can see other 
students reading their books at 
the corner of their rooms. The 
days where  I can genuinely smile 
again because of my classmates 
and friends, hearing their corny 
jokes and unending rants due to 
our unending quizzes and exams. 
The days when a sumptuous 
meal isn’t like those in fine dining 
resto but a get together dinner 
with old friends and throwback 
memories. It has ended as fast 
as the speed of light and now the 
reality is waving at me, the cruel 
reality to be exact saying that 
“face me” while here I am waving 
back at it who’s now smirking and 
it seems like ready to punish me, 

to punish us.
And then one morning I woke 

up with a heavy realization that 
things are definitely not going 
to be the same anymore, my 
attention got caught as I read 
a news “ BECAUSE OF THE 
CORONA VIRUS DISEASE OF 
2019 the country would be in 
a lockdown and quarantine”. I 
stared at it and my mouth was out 
of words. This is not just a usual 
disease rather it is a test of life 
and death. Who would not worry? 
It feels like I am accompanied by 
melancholy knowing that our life 
is in a state of danger. Questions 
are now screaming inside my 
head worried about my studies 
and my future. From this, we 
take an extreme precaution by 
wearing mask, practice social 
distancing and obey government 
rules.

We, as student are mostly 
affected as the school already 
figured out how we will still 
continue to study through online 
class which is a challenging part 
for me than the normal face to 
face classes. As months pass by, 
the world is changing, the cases 

a r e 
ge t t i ng 
h i g h e r , 
many lives 
are taken and 
everything is put 
into disarray. Who would have 
thought that this year is indeed 
an endless heartbreak and lost of 
opportunities, no one predicted 
it’s wrath even the highest person 
around the world. The Covid-19 
pandemic drastically changed 
the world, it has impacted 
livelihoods, healthcare systems, 
governments and the economy 
in general.

But then, this doesn’t mean 
it’s already the end of our 
journey. This pandemic we are 

A
AMIDST THE

PANDEMIC
Life

- Pamela Aguinaldo

- Diadem Ugaddan

facing right now greatly impact 
me to realize something that our 
life is short, this phase of our life 
is about learning to see beyond 
the surface, to remind us that we 
need to rest from chaotic world. 
You’ll never know that there’s a 
sunrise if there’s no darkness, 
darkness that has come to test 
our faith. We are here to move and 
be better, this is our time to take 
responsibility within ourselves. 
Maybe this predicament will just 

last for months and we will go 
back again to the way we used to 
be, maybe someone can make a 
stand, maybe it’s you?.

At the end of the day just 
look up at the sunset because 
this one can give you hope to 
still pursue your dreams despite 
witnessing the horror of one bad, 
lonely year.

This year made me realize 
that life is so complicated to live 
yet worth the risk everyday.

FEATURE

- Shiela Laine Racquel Mamaril
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MARK JOHN D. GONZALES | CPA, CTT, MPBM
National Top 1, National Certification for Tax 
Technicians 2018, BSAC Batch 2018
Program Coordinator, BS Accountancy – ISAP |
Lecturer-Comprehensive Accounting Review Center and 
Isabela CPA ReviewI can still clearly reminisce 

about these words, words that 
gave our batch strength to go 
on and continue the fight that I 
uttered during our Investiture 
Ceremony last 2015. I was an 
adopted eagle. I transferred 
to ISAP after finishing one 
academic year at Far Eastern 
University-Manila. 

I never thought of becoming 
a mighty eagle but the school 
accepted me that time 
wholeheartedly. Thanks to Sir 
Ericson Mallari and Dean Pelagio 
Labang Jr. for assisting me 
to enroll in my second home. I 
took up BSBA Major in Internal 
Auditing leading to Accountancy 
at FEU and continued my studies 
directly to the BS Accountancy 
Program at ISAP. 

I remember my first day in 
ISAP sitting at the corner of FNC 
NW 106 with no one to talk to 
because I usually do not initiate 
talks to strangers but some of 
my classmates took the guts to 
initiate the conversation with me 
and that’s the time I began to gain 
friendship from my classmates. 
Since I am a transferee, I am an 
international student (irregular 
student). I usually join the other 
courses in several subjects just 
to finish the program on time. 

It did not take me one 
snap of the finger to adjust to 
the environment of ISAP but 
through its different programs 
for developing holistically all 
the students, it helped me a 
lot to adjust accordingly. There 
were times that I initiated some 
endeavors which I learned in my 
previous school which helped us 
so much. That is the time when 
my classmates saw the potential 
in me as a leader. 

I was a student leader before 
(JPIA President, NFJPIA-Region 
02 Vice President for Audit and 
Council of Leaders Chairman). 
These aspects trained me well 
and contributed much to where I 
am now. During my student life at 
ISAP, I found my extended family 
in school especially our college 
with our instructors, friends, and 
classmates. 

I was in a down moment 
when I lost my father and my 
youngest brother left us and 
determined to stop schooling. 
But my instructors (including 
those in the administration 
who knew me), friends and 
classmates, urged me to also 
continue the fight. 

It was also a great help 
seeing the School President 
encouraging all students in the 

school every Tuesday in our fora. 
He always reminds us to: “Study, 
Study, Study, and Pray”.  Who 
would have imagined seeing the 
School President in the campus 
every day and who is very 
approachable? ISAP will not only 
train you mentally but it will also 
train you physically. There will 
always be stairs everywhere but 
I fondly call them “The Stairways 
to Success”.

ISAP will surely help you 
in achieving your dreams in 
life regardless of what socio-
economic level you belong to. Its 
program is from enrollment to 
employment. The school did not 
stop to help us until we got our 
CPA Licenses and it continues to 
do so until this time. All the awards 
that I garnered when I was still 
a student were a product of the 
teachings and core values that I 
got from the school (Outstanding 
Regional Council Executive 
Officer of NFJPIA 2016-2017 
and Finalist to the Search for 
Ten Outstanding Students of the 
Philippines Region 02). 

ISAP is the key. It trained 
me well to where I am now. I 
will not become what I am now 
(even as a CPA) without the 
help of the school. I became a 
Top 20 for the May 2018 CPA 

I am Roman Aquino, 29, and 
finished Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing in the year 2011 at 
Medical Colleges of Northern 
Philippines - Peñablanca, 
Cagayan. I took the Nursing 
board exam month of June at 
the same year and luckily nailed 
it. I then pursued my chosen 
career and God was just so 
good to me that I was hired in 
a Secondary hospital in our 
city from September 2011 to 
December 2013. The salary was 
not that good but at least I was 
able to practice my profession. 
Then after two years, I tend to 
work as a community nurse 
at the Department of Health 
Region I from January 2014 to 
November 2015. While working 
as a community nurse, I pursued 
my education and took up 
Master of Science in Nursing, 
major in Adult Health Nursing 
at University of Saint Louis, 
Tuguegarao City which I finished 
in October 2015. Years flew so 
fast, and then I just woke up one 
day realizing that I am already 
packing my things for a greener 
pasture.

I started my journey as an 
Overseas Filipino Worker last 
December 2015. Coming from a 
very family-oriented clan, it was 
really hard for me to be miles 
away from my family especially 
that my Dad was diagnosed 
with Chronic Renal Failure a 
year before I decided to go out 
of the country. It’s just so hard 
that while I am busy taking care 
of other people, I can’t take care 
of my own father. Since we are 
financially broke due to my dad’s 
hemodialysis twice a week, my 
aunt then voluntarily sponsored 
me to have a student Visa in 
Iceland since working visa is not 
as easy as it is. I then enrolled 
in Bachelor of Arts in English, 
was just so mesmerized that the 
University of Iceland approved 
my application but unfortunately 
they asked me to take IELTS 
since English is not our mother 
tongue. It was really hard as a 

moment in my life but in contrary 
pursuing harder to achieve my 
goals is the least that I can do. I 
always remind myself that there 
are a lot of people who would do 
everything to get to where I am 
so I need to be thankful. Thinking 
about my parents especially my 
dad also gave me strength. I 
prayed so hard that someday I 
will be one of those many Filipino 
nurses who is soaring high, 
conquering their dreams. I then 
doubled my time to master the 
Icelandic Language. So, while 
studying at the University, I 
enrolled in tutorial classes which 
were taught during the evening. 
I learned to love every new word 
that I gain. So all in one, I work, 
study, study and pray. Days and 
months passed until I decided to 
take an lcelandic exam to show 
to the Icelandic Department 
of Health that I am capable of 
expressing myself using their 
language. With God’s help, I 
successfully got a certificate 
and the Department of Health in 
lceland granted me my lcelandic 
Nurse License last December 
2016. I then started practicing 
my profession by then. 

Life as an Overseas Filipino 
Nurse is not that easy, especially 
in non- English speaking 
countries. But if we want to 
achieve great things in life, we 
need to go through numerous 
challenges and we all have to 
make great sacrifices. Let us 
all be reminded of what Miss 
Universe 2019 has quoted 
that we should always think 
to look for the beauty in life’s 
challenges and to be grateful 
and should bring this aspect 
to see situations with a silver 
lining and to assess where we 
can give something, where we 
could provide something as a 
well-rounded nurse. And if we 
could also teach other people 
to be grateful, we could have an 
amazing world where negativity 
could not grow and foster. Let’s 
continue to be a blessing and an 
inspiration to others.

MyJOURNEY
as an

Roman Aquino, RN, MSN
BSN Batch 2011

rock to take the IELTS but with 
the help of Almighty God, I was 
able to pass it. Also, an intensive 
review from one of my precious 
friend who is an IELTS reviewer 
really helped a lot.

Starting my life being a 
student again was really exciting 
yet full of challenges. First, I 
needed to wake up early with 
the very freezy weather and I 
needed to study, study and pray 
because of the condition that if 
I fail my studies, I have to come 
back in the Philippines with 
nothing. In addition, I also need 
to work for me to sustain my 
daily expenses at the same time 
to send money to the Philippines 
which is the very reason why I 

accepted this life’s journey. I 
worked in one of the Hotels in 
the city for the meantime since 
that’s one of the easiest jobs 
to get. And the obstacles did 
not end there, due to cultural 
diversity I needed to adjust so 
well. I have to get familiarized 
with their culture in order for me 
to cope with the homesickness 
because it’s through gaining 
friends that I feel secure and 
feel like I am living in my home 
country. After my first semester 
in the university, I opted to shift 
my course to lcelandic Diploma 
as A Second Language because 
this will be my greatest weapon 
to be an adept lcelandic Nurse 
in the future. After six months of 

squeaky-cleaning toilet bowls, 
I got an interview in one of 
the hospitals in Iceland. I then 
started to work as an Assistant 
Nurse. When I was already in the 
medical field, I thought my life 
would be easier but then I was 
wrong.

The battle has just started, 
my communication skills were 
challenged. I came to a point 
of giving up. There are many 
nights that I cried for thinking 
that I should have just stayed 
in the Philippines. There are 
those days in my life that I feel 
like I am just so inadequate and 
unproductive nurse due to the 
language barrier. But quitting 
is not an option for that very 

“Even the word IMPOSSIBLE,
 saysI’m POSSIBLE”

Licensure Examination because 
the school never left us even 
until the review program. Truly, 
the school is a great avenue for 
those who seek for a school 
that will help you turn your 
dreams into realization. Upon 
passing the board examination, 
I decided to go back to school 
and help my fellow mighty 
eagles soar and pass or even 
top the board exam. 

I am forever happy 
when I see the names of 
our students passing the 
board exams, adding to 
the Roster of CPAs of 
ISAP because, at one 
point, I became a part of 
their journey. My advice 
always to my students is 
that “If the plan doesn’t 
work, change the plan 
but never the goal of 
becoming a CPA.” In 
life, always remember 
to, “Think Big and 
Don’t Listen to people 
who tell you that it 
can’t be done. Life 
is too short to think 
small.” 

FEATURE
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The Best Things Amidst A 
Turbulent Moment

- Pamela Aguinaldo

- Marie Antonette D. Gitgano

No luxuries, travels and fast 
food restaurants. Well, it’s all 
right. That is what really life is. 
Simple, yet that is what really 
matters. As an author once said, 
“Rock bottom will teach you 
lessons that mountain tops never 
will.”

The skyrocketed panic 
brought about by the global 
health crisis has affected all 
walks of life, making everyone 
as equals, regardless if you are 
rich or poor, powerful or not. 
Most people would also think 
that this is already the end of the 
world because of the perception 
that there is a rapid mortality 
rate and increase in the infected 
patients. Indeed, it is a sudden 
phenomenon with a saddening 
impact to the world.

Though this may seem as 
the darkest hours of our decade, 
we have to be steadfast and be 
resilient because courage is our 
only hope and faith is our greatest 
armor. 

Let me then share to you 
my invaluable experiences and 
lessons while surviving the surge 
of the quarantine. 

Alone. Yes, definitely alone. 
But totally not lonely. During 
regular classes, where face-
to-face interaction happens in 
school and boarding houses are 
at their full operations, the usual 
scenario comes with noise chaos 
and rush. Most of us don’t have 
time to eat well and meditate for 
quite sometime. Even exercise is 
not part of our routine because we 
are too preoccupied with work, 
studies, other appointments and 
our gadgets. We easily choose 
the concept of “instant”. Instant 
noodles, instant coffee, instant 
laundry, instant “padala” and 
instant “jowa”.

The “shake up” we are into 
forced everyone to find our 
way to reality by shifting 
to do distance 
learning and work 
from home. 
Students are 

forced to study on their own and 
teachers are bashed because of 
giving requirements to students. 
Everyone complains due to the 
piling burdens. Many rants have 
been posted in the social media 
telling the government to stop 
online education because it is 
not necessary or not a priority. 
Schools, specially those privately 
owned are into an economic 
crisis. 

As usual, since I am 
comfortable staying alone in 
my boarding house knowing 
that I can’t already make it to 
go home due to the absence of 
transportation, and still thinking 
of my responsibilities in school, I 
chose to stay here. Again, alone 
but not lonely.

Being alone taught me to 
have inner peace. I had more 
time to spend meditating about 
life. Genuine happiness, where I 
smile and laugh even for simple 
things that I appreciate the most. 
The value of contentment where I 
would only buy what is important.

While in the duration of 
lockdown, every day, I had to 
cook my own food instead of 
buying them outside. Staying 
healthy by eating well is the 
most important way to conquer 
COVID-19. I also take a walk in 
the morning and afternoon to 
enjoy the sunrise and sunset. With 
that, I have already an exercise. 
Meanwhile, I thought of doing 
gardening, sowing vegetables in 
the pots and vacant spaces in my 
place and I’m happy because I 
am now reaping the fruits of my 
labor. Totally organic and healthy 
to consume. Lastly, I had been 
spending quality time to sleep as 
what most students enjoy as well.

Though I am away from my 
family up to this time, I appreciate 

the time we have for each 
other even if it is only 

in virtual mode. For 
years, I seldom 
initiate a talk to 
with brothers 
because of 

course, they are men and I am 
not like them. As always, my 
parents are messaging me from 
time to time but not me, asking 
them of their whereabouts on a 
daily basis. Truly unfair, right? The 
quarantine pave its way for me to 
reach my family everyday, sharing 
verses and inspirational videos I 
usually watch in YouTube. In many 
years, I have not written a letter 
for my mom during Mother’s Day, 
but this year, I was able to do so. 
I was even crying while writing the 
letter because I badly miss her, 
including the entire family.

The most fascinating of 
all is the faith --- in God and in 
each other. We know that it is 
innate for Filipinos to help during 
trying times specially if there are 
disasters. For many reasons, I 
feel blessed. It is truly amazing 
and heartwarming that there are 
good Samaritans who will deliver 
food in my doorsteps from time 
to time. When having an errand 
to the grocery store, someone 
will offer a ride back and forth. 
To the school, even if it is 
suffering a financial instability, the 
administration have sought ways 
to at least assist into the other 
needs of their employees. Two 
thumbs up for that!

As always, God listens 
to His children. The constant 
communication we share with Him 
is the answer why He has been 
giving us more blessings. He had 
never forsaken us because His 
blessings are innumerable and 
overflowing. 

This turbulent moment 
that we are into have brought 
realizations for us to pray deeply, 
stay healthy and live well. We 
must always choose to be happy 
and share what we have without 
counting the cost. Let us be 
innovative and disciplined in our 
current battle. If this pandemic 
was able to unite us, I believe 
that we, in the new normal, can 
be better and we can achieve 
greater because we are all in this 
together!

“Uy group study tayo sa sabado”, sabi ng kaibigan ko 
habang naghihintay kami sa laboratory sa guro namin. Pagsusulit 
nanaman kasi sa susunod na linggo. Ngunit, hindi namin alam na may mas 
higit pa kaming kahaharapin na pagsubok bilang estudyante kaysa sa 
paparating na pagsusulit. Ang susubok di lamang sa aming pisikal 
na pangangatawan, kundi pati narin sa aming emosyonal at 
mental na kalusugan. 

Araw ng lunes, ika-labing anim ng Marso ng opisyal 
na inanunsiyo ng presidente na si Rodrigo Duterte ang 
malawakang enhanced community quarantine sa buong 
Luzon dahil sa pangambang paglago ng virus mula China. Sa 
aamin man o hindi, maraming mag aaral ang natuwa dahil 
sa pagkansela ng mga klase. Subalit, ang ang tuwang ito ay 
unti-unting napalitan ng pangamba, pagod, kalungkutan at 
hirap sa kadahilanang nang mga sumunod pa kasing mga 
araw, ipinagbigay alam saming mga mag-aaral na itutuloy 
ang pag-aaral sa pamamagitan ng paggamit ng internet. Sa 
aking parte, labis na kalungkutan ang naramdaman ko. Unang 
una ay hindi sapat ang pinansyal na kita ng magulang ko ng mga 
panahong iyon sapagkat nagsarado ang aming munting negosyo 
dahil sa epekto ng pandemya. Ang araw-araw na pambili ko sa load 
upang makagamit ng internet ay hindi biro. Sunod pa natin ay ang mahinang 
sakop ng signal sa aming lugar. Madalas ay nahihirapan akong mangalakalap 
ng datos mula sa internet para sa aking takdang aralin o gawaing pampaaralan 

na nagiging dahilan ng pagpupuyat dahil sa gabi lamang lumalakas ang signal. 
Ikatlo ring problema ay ang kursong aking kinuha ay skill-based. Ibig sabihin, 
dapat ay natutukan ang pag-aaral sa skills hindi lamang sa knowledge-based. 

Pang-apat, ang pandemyang ito ay hindi lamang kami pinapahina sa pisikal 
na aspeto, kundi pati narin ang aming emosyonal at mental na kalusugan. 

Araw-araw ay nagkakaroon ako ng pangamba. Palagian rin akong 
nalulungkot, nanghihina at nawawalan ng motibasyong ipagpatuloy 

ang mga bagay bagay na ninanais ko. Panghuli, ang pandemyang 
ito ay unti-unti ring nilalayo ang dati rating nakasanayan natin 
bilang isang normal na mag-aaral. Ngayon pa nga lamang, naiisip 
ko ng mas higit ko pang gugustuhin ang madikdik sa pagsusulit 
sa loob ng silid-aralan kaysa sa loob ng aking silid kasabay ng 
pagtulo ng aking luha sa pagod na nararamdaman. 

Ngayong nagsisimula nanaman ang sunod na semester, 
lubos nanaman akong nangangamba kung paano nanaman 

kaya tayo nito? Ngunit, sa kabila rin nito, ay ang araw-araw 
na pagpapakatatag ko dahil alam kong maraming tao ang 

susuportahan ako. Ang aking magulang, guro at mga kaklase 
kong makikita sa aking araw-araw na meeting sa zoom na hinding-

hindi ako bibiguin dahil sa kanilang pagpapatawa. Maaari man matigil 
pansamantala ang ating normal na gawain at nakasanayan dapat ay hindi parin 

natin makalimutang maging produktibo. Hindi pandemya ang titigil sa ating 
pangarap, pahihintuin man pansamantala ngunit ang determinasyon natin ay 
dapat hindi mahihigitan ng anumang sakuna.

Pandemya vs. Mag-aaral

FEATURE
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“Study, Study, Study, and Pray” 
These are the motivating and powerful words from our late Father Eagle, Dr. Ronald P. Guzman,  which are being 

shared in our most significant events in the school like Tuesday Forum, General Assembly, and  Commencement 
Exercises. These immortal words remind every mighty eagle that praying and studying are two of the most 
effective ways to be successful. 

The core values and the culture of excellence imbibed by my dearest Alma Mater had helped me effectively 
coped and survived in dealing with COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 patients in the United Kingdom.  As a Filipino 
nurse, I was able to display my professionalism and commitment to my profession especially amidst difficult 
times like the COVID-19 pandemic, The values that I am carrying not only as a Filipino but as a Mighty Eagle 
warrior and proud MCNPian are my potent weapon to continuously serve and fight in the frontline. “

Medical Colleges of Northern Philippines, my beloved alma mater had already produced thousands 
of successful professionals and i’m lucky and grateful that I’m one of them. As a proud mighty eagle and 
MCNPian, I have acquired necessary skills, knowledge, and attitude which helped me survive and shone 
in my workplace as a Staff Nurse in Germany. As a Filipino nurse, i always execute the tasks given to me 
with compassion, respect, and care without reservation and hesitation especially during these difficult 
times like the Covid19 pandemic. It is an honor to be a Filipino and a great blessing to be of service to the 

global arena.

I believe that the secret of an eagle is to soar high and to become an excellent hunter. This is how they 
nurtured the young ones to bring out the best of every individual and able to succeed in their choosen 
career. The MCNP core values and its culture of excellence that is embodied in my heart is indeed a 
weapon that inspires me to pursue the hardest track I chose. As a frontliner amidst of the covid-19 
pandemic the challenge as nurse-police is not merely focused on caring for people but ensuring a public 
safety through serving and protecting them not only from threat of this unseen enemy but as well us to the 
lawless elements of the society.

“Pover ty 
is not a hindrance to success”

Through the generosity and quality of this institution, I 
became a globally Competitive health care provider. I was then a regular “Promissory 
note customer” . Thank you because of MCNP, my dreams came true. I was convinced by late Dr. Ronald P. 
Guzman, President of the school to take Radiologic Technology. 

 “Soar high mighty eagles” - his motivating words every Tuesday forum became my mantra of achieving my dreams 
in life. Now I’m one of the fearless mighty eagles, serving humanity with fidelity in fighting COVID 19 here in UAE. The 

knowledge and skills, I acquired in this school, helped me provide the highest level of care to my patients. My 
strong determination and confidence which was molded in this institution is my armor in dealing with the 

diverse cultures of my fellow health care providers around 50 plus nationalities from across the world. 
I made the right decision in choosing Radiologic Technology. Rad Tech plays a major role in the 

medical field. We are not “ fixing radio” or “ push button operators”. We are the eye of medicine. Rad tech 
provides quality images in different sections like X-ray, CT-Scan, MRI, Fluoroscopy, DEXA, Ultrasound, 

N U C M E D, Mammography for proper diagnosis, and treatment of each patient. RT is one of 
the highest paying jobs here in abroad. It allows me to meet different people and 
explore the world. So aim like the tallest building in Dubai (Burj Khalifa). Spread 

your wings and soar high mighty eagles. Thank you and stay safe.

ORIENTO C. GALINGANA JR | BSN Batch 2005
Staff Nurse
Sunderland Royal Hospital, United Kingdom |
Recipient of MCNP Student Grantee Program

SUNSHINE D. TAMAyO, RRT | Batch 2012
Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi |

OSCAR NGAyAN JR | BSN Batch 2005
Staff Nurse

Universitatsklinikum Bonn, Venysberg-Campus 1 |
Bonn, Germany

RObERT bARIT  | BSN Class 2010 
National Top 10 Placer, 2010 PNLE
Tactical Nurse
Company NCO PNP 202nd Maneuver Company Region 
2 Mobile Force Group 
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Unang Pag-ibigDamdamin
- Hazel Joy Esteban - Christian Boy Palunday

- Elma Jane Mag-aso

- Zaira Irish Medina

Ipinagtapat mo na ika’y may gusto,
Puso ko’y nahulog nang ‘di napagtanto

siguro pakana ito ni kupido
Meron akong biglang nadama,

Dapat nga bang ipakita?

Habang nakikinig sa iyong tinig
May pagaalinlangang nadinig

Ang dibdib kong umaawit habang pumipintig
Tama nga bang makinig

Sa nilalaman ng aking diddib?

Pero sa kadahilanang gustong masiguro
Naitanong kung totoo

Mga binitawang salita at mga panukso mong 
katha

Baka lang ako’y iyong nilalaro
At kung maniwala’y sugatan ang aking puso

Nung tayo’y nagkasalubong,
napatingala sa kagwapuhang natanaw

Sa taglay mong kakaibang karisma
Simple’t chinito, ngiting kakaiba

Ngiting pangkaraniwan at kaaya-aya

Sa pagtatagpo ng ating mga mata
Nasilayan ko ang maamo at matipuno mong 

mukha
Hindi na mapigilang ako’y humanga’t natulala
Minsa’y napatingala sa kagwapuhan mong 

aking natanaw
Ang ngiti mo ay binhi ng isang rosas sa 

kalangitang umaapaw

Nung una kitang masilayan
Pintig ng puso ko’y naghahabulan

Ipinagtapat mo ang iyong damdamin
Ngunit ‘di nagawan ng puso kong tugunin

Gusto kitang palayain dahil di kita kayang 
yakapin

Bigyang paumanhin hindi nais ika’y paasahin
Damdamin mo’y aking iginalang

Ako’y nakokonsensya na baka ako’y nakasakit
Ngunit ayaw kitang makitang umaasa
Basta dito lang ako, Wag mag-alala

Naitanong mo kung may pag-asa pa ba
Aking tugon sa iyong sinabi

Basta ika’y handang maghintay at 
mamamalagi

Pero Kung sakaling umibig ka ng iba
Sana masaya ka sa kanya

Ang pag-ibig ay hindi mo mapipigilan
Sapagkat ito ay laging lumalaban

Ito’y isang kapangyarihan 
Nasumasakop sa buong sanlibutan

Ako, ikaw at sila’y parehong lumalaban at 
nagmamahalan

Anumang problema’y nalalampasan
At nakapagbabago kahit kanino man

Sapagkat puso’t isipan ito ay nilalaman

‘Di man pare-pareho ang ugali ng bawat tao
Kapag nagmahal sila’y tapat at totoo

Ang pag-ibig sa kanila’y nakapagpapabago
Nawawaksi ang sakit at kirot, nagiging bago

Sabi ng iba, ang pag-ibig daw ay bulag
Kung pagmamasdan ka nila, sila ay 

nahahabag
Ang isipan mo tuloy tila nalalaglag

Kung sila’y kokontra, ‘di ka makapapalag

Kung minsan, kapag ikaw ay nagmahal para 
kang makasarili

Hindi mo iniisip kung nakasasama o 
nakabubuti

May tama naman, bakit mali pa ang napili
Tuloy kadalasan, sa bandang huli tayo ay 

nagsisisi.

“Break na tayo.”
Hindi man lang ako nasaktan sa sinabi mo
Umiyak ako ngunit hindi lungkot ang aking 
naramdaman
Kundi pagkasabik sa aking kalayaan

“Ayoko na.”
Madalas mo man sambitin ang mga katagang iyan
Sa quiz, sa exam, sa final defense... saan pa ba?
Sa akin? Pero minsan may pahabol pang 
masamang salita

Pagod na ako.
Ikaw pagod na rin ba?
May iniambag ka ba? Wala naman diba?
Hanggang salita ka lang, wala sa gawa

“Tama na. Itigil na natin ito”
Ilang beses ko ng narinig ‘yan sa mga labi mo
Ilang beses ko ng nilunok ang dangal ko
Para lang ibalik ang dating ako, ang dating tayo

Mahal kita. I love you.
Ngunit mas gusto ko pang marinig ang mura mo
Mas maganda pang pakinggan ang mga ito
Kaysa sa pagmamahal mong hindi naman totoo

Gusto kita,
Mahal kita, 
Kailangan kita, 

Dalawang salita na ayaw kong bitawan,
Dalawang salita na ayaw kong pakinggan,
Dalawang salita na babago sa lahat ng ating 

pinagsamahan,
Dalawang salitang ayokong panindigan,
Dahil mismong ako ay nasasaktan

Mga salitang napapasaya ako,
Mga salitang bumubuo ng araw ko,
Mga salitang kinagagalak ng puso ko,
Ngunit sa mga salitang iyan, hindi ko alam kung 

saan ang totoo 
Mahal, sa mga salitang iyan, saan nga ba ang 

totoo? 

Pangakong namutawi sa iyong labing “Oo Mahal 
kita, yan ang totoo”,

Pero bakit ganoon, habang pinagmamasdan ka sa 
malayo,

Unti-unting nadudurog ang puso ko,
Lalo na ng makita kong iba ang kayakap mo.

Tama Na!Mahal??
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Kids
Kids
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More ThanMore Than

- Reggielyn T. de Quiroz

- Reggielyn T. de Quiroz

- Reggielyn T. de Quiroz

- Kathlene Pamittan
Artwork by: Jasper Jay Dumalag

- Joshua D. Masiddo

Make windows out of a door
Build bridges to attain dreams

Set goals to floor;
Make it work ‘til it beams.

Take opportunities out of change.
Restore identity not on chains!

Create dreams out of small 
hopes.

Get it on against the range!

Build bridges out of far lands.
Let things be possible!

Erode diversity among tiny gaps-
Be among the able!

Share a hope and be a hope
Lend a hand and be the way
Give a smile and be the light

Be strong! Hold on! Carry on!

Running around, laughing their hearts out
Waking up with a tickling sound
Playing careless, down the edge

Everything’s easy, no need to worry

Driving mini cars, swinging on bars
Chasing puppies, crashing parties

Fantasy’s real, so is their meal
There, is their mother, no need to bother

Like a kid young and free
No need to flee, things are free

Cry then smile, stumble for a mile
Things are just the same, no flame

You are more than just a brain
Who has that nice pretty aim

Your knowledge drops like a rain
Ready for a better claim

You’re more than just a handsome face
Who’s ticker than the violet haze

You’re feature speaks more of  a grace
Ready for a dashing pretty blaze

You’re more than just a smoothie
Who never ignores this petty glee
Your heart speaks for your body
Ready for a heartfelt glow party

You are more than just a build-up hunk
Who never gives up ‘till the end’s trap
Your body shelters the weaker trunk

Ready for a blissful close abrupt

You’re more than just my saver
Who never surrenders to a bear

You’re a proof  of  the word clever
Ready for a cranky like weather

You’re more than a nice-clothe prince
Who wears the crown and bears to get wince

Your existence is a tale at inch
Ready for a truthful blow off  pinch 

You’re more than just everything
More than my reach, more than my thing

Your promise is really something
Something to grab . . . brag . . . it’s tempting

But you’re more than . . . more than for my being. 

How powerful this thing which is called 
LOVE

It can make or unmake man on this land
Gorgeous gift from mighty being above

Soul of the music from a lovely band
I can’t imagine the world without you
No man would be brave enough to live 

long
Would seek for more power in every hue
Greed will surely conquer thy heart and 

song
Grateful are we for having love in life

Making world full of peace and harmony
Keeping us away from knife and strife

A world free from stress and agony
Love is more precious than a piece of gold

It will never rust until we are old

Rejections or expectations
Comparing ‘til it hurts
To ignore or to accept

Still feeling restless and worthless

One may be smiling
Looking strong by trying

But inside the soul’s dying
Looks can be deceiving

But then
All of a sudden
After resting

Here they are, fighting

Living by their dream
Achieving goals, all-in

From crawling to standing
Look how you run; now flying

Floor It! Kids

More Than

ASHES Risen
from

SONNET 5783

 Love Love Love
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WHITE PANDA:
Intramurals 2019, Champion

The White Team has reigned 
over the eagles as they bagged 
the championship during the 
Intramural Meet 2019 held at the 
Medical Colleges of Northern 
Philippines - International 
School of Asia and the Pacific 
(MCNP-ISAP), Alimannao Hills, 
Peñablanca, Caayan, during the 
21st to 23rd of October 2019. The 
White Panda has reigned over the 

Cheerdance and Basketball Men 
and Women Competition among 
the other teams, and 3rd Placer 
in Dance Sports Competition 
for Standard Category. The said 
team which stands for ISAP 
comprises of Bachelor of Science 
in Criminology, Bachelor of 
Science in Custom Administration, 
Bachelor of Science in Business 
Administration and Bachelor of 

Science in Accountancy.
Other teams who participated 

in the event includes the Yellow 
Team(Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Technology and Bachelor 
of Science in Pharmacy), Blue Team 
(Bachelor of Science in Nursing, 
Pharma aide and 2 year courses), 
and Green Team (Bachelor of 
Science in  Radiologic Technology 
and Bachelor of Science in 

Physical Therapy) which belong 
to MCNP ; and the Red Team ( 
Bachelor of Science in Social Work, 
Bachelor of Science in  Education, 
Bachelor of Science in Hospitality 
Management, Computer 
Engineering and Information 
Technology) which represented the 
ISAP. The teams have competed in 
different fields such as Cheerdance 
and Dance Sports Competition, 

and different Board Games such 
as Chess and Scrabble and Indoor 
Games such as Badminton, Table 
Tennis, Volleyball and Basketball 
but only one have shown excellence 
in different sports. 

The warm weather had fuelled 
up the battle between the different 
teams. It ignited the blood of a true 
eagle as the students have promoted 
bravery and camaraderie.

MCNP – ISAP dominates Provincial PRISAA MCNP-ISAP, FLVC represent Cagayan 
in Regional PRISAA

Student Athletes from the 
Medical Colleges of Northern 
Philippines (MCNP) and 
International School of Asia 
and the Pacific (ISAP) bagged 
championships in the Provincial 
Private Schools Athletic 
Association (PRISAA) 2020 held 
at Cagayan State University, Carig 
Campus on February 7-9, 2020.

The mighty eagles have 
reigned over Men’s and Women’s 
Volleyball, Badminton, Table 
Tennis, Taekwondo, and Karatedo, 
Women’s Chess, and Sepak Takraw 
among other competitors. Other 
schools which participated in the 
event are the Maila Rosario College 
and Florencio L. Vargas College. 
The schools have competed in 

different indoor games such as 
Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton, 
Table Tennis, Taekwondo, and 
Karatedo, Chess, and an outdoor 
game which is the Sepak Takraw, 
but only one have shown 
excellence in different sports. 
The winners will represent Team 
Cagayan for the Regional PRISAA 
to be held at UCV.

Team MCNP-ISAP’s head 
coach is Jeffrey Gacal, Michael 
Allauigan for Basketball, Mark 
Jude Narag for Badminton, Maria 
Joana Tuppal for Table Tennis, 
Krystlee Ann Requimin for 
Taekwondo, James Fernandez and 
Toby Tabaniag for Karatedo, Liza 
Agustin for Chess, and Richelle 
Angel for Sepak Takraw.

The Medical Colleges of 
Northern Philippines and 
International School of Asia 
and the Pacific (MCNP-ISAP) 
together with the Florencio Vargas 
College (FLVC) represented 
TEAM CAGAYAN during the 
Regional Private Schools Athletic 
Association (PRISAA) 2020, held 
at University of Cagayan Valley on 

February 27-29, 2020.
Our mighty eagles bagged 

championships in Sepak Takraw 
and Women’s Table Tennis 
which makes them automatically 
qualified for the National PRISAA. 
Joining them are our two (2) 
players for Women’s Chess, four 
players (4) for the Taekwondo, 
and two (2) players for the Beach 

Volley.  Our Basketball 3x3 
garnered 2nd place together with 
the Men’s Volleyball, Men’s Table 
Tennis, and Men’s and Women’s 
Badminton, while the Women’s 
Volleyball team reaped 3rd place 
among the competitors. Other 
teams that participated in the 
event are Tuguegarao, Isabela, 
Santiago, and Nueva Vizcaya.

- James Vidad

- James Vidad

The white panda Outstanding performance for the Cheerdance competition.

Team MCNP-ISAP taking their group photo after their successful performances 
in their respective field of sports.

Mr. Christian R. Guzman, OIC President, together with the coaches and players of ISAP representing team Cagayan in the 
Regional PRISAA.
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